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In July 2008, Full Spectrum Productions held three oral history workshops in London for the

'Building Bridges' project, supported by the Heritage Lottery Funds and produced by Lorna

Holder. This involved heartfelt interviews and discussions with English elders from the London

borough of Camden about their experiences in seeing large groups of Caribbean people

arriving in Britain after the Second World War - 1948 to 1962 - known as "The Windrush."

Topics discussed were Caribbean people's arrival, work, schooling, housing, cultural and social

changes, and impact on family life. Teachers will find the pack a helpful guide for comparing the

Caribbean and other immigrants' experiences with those of the host community. Based on

social history research, the resource is for Students, age groups 11-16 - citizenship, History,

PSHE, and English.
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secondary schoolsIntroductionThis Educational resource pack has been produced by Full

Spectrum Productions, with support from the Heritage Lottery Fund. The pack is a supporting

document for the half hour documentary Building Bridges, which was produced by Lorna

Holder. The pack is filled with photographic archives and model comprehensive questions. The

materials could be used in a number of ways and across a wide age range, which makes it

suitable for different key stage and curriculum requirements. The images are very visual, which

could be used to explore ideas for other projects and future work. Our work is firmly rooted in

the tradition of oral storytelling, helping to bring to the forefront unheard stories of our past, and

to build a bridge to a better future for our young people.match teaching and learning styles. We

would like to encourage pupil involvement and learning at any level. For those reasons we are

not being too prescriptive about how the pack should be used, and hope the following

suggestions are useful.Teachers will find the pack a useful guide for comparing the Caribbean,

and other immigrants, experiences with those of the host community. We have provided model

questions for some of the original scripts from elders for comprehension purposes, but more

importantly to generate discussions about history and citizenship. Oral work is an excellent way

of involving pupils at any age and level of ability. The pack contains visual images which the

pupils can use to share ideas, even before they begin writing. The pictures can be used in a

variety of ways: for example to tell a story, to look at the style of fashion. Pupils could choose a

favourite image and explain why they like it.The pack has been developed within the context of

other work by Full Spectrum Productions. Three previous projects: Living Under One Roof,

Moving Out and The Ones We Left Behind focused on the experiences of Caribbean people,

and other immigrants, arrival in the UK during the late 1950s/60s. Building Bridges looks at the

other side of the coin - from the host community’s perspective- seeing large groups of

Caribbean people arriving in Britain just after the devastation of the 2nd World War, 1948 to

1962 - known as the “Windrush”. In July 2008 three oral history workshops were held. This

involved interviews and discussions between students and elders from the host community

which covered various topics: work, schooling, housing, cultural & social changes and impact

on family life.The materials could be used as a basis for further exploratory work into other

projects: family life and values, migration and living in Britain today. Pupils could be encouraged

to take a further interest in books, films and exhibitions about the subjects. The project is set

primarily in the London Boroughs of Brent and Camden – comparisons can be made with other

boroughs or cities. After seeing the documentary, some pupils may gain the confidence to talk

about their own family history. This is an important milestone and should be encouraged as an

opening for them to engage with their elders; to record and capture their stories; to be creative

- using modern equipment - to collect family photographs; make audio recordings on their

mobile phones, mp3s, digital cameras and camcorders.How to use the resource packWe hope

you find this pack useful. Please let us have your feedback.
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